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We use the language of signal ﬂow graph representation of digi-
tal ﬁlter structures to solve three purely mathematical problems,
including fast inversion of certain polynomial-Vandermonde ma-
trices, deriving an analogue of the Horner and Clenshaw rules
for polynomial evaluation in a (H,m)-quasiseparable basis, and
computation of eigenvectors of (H,m)-quasiseparable classes of
matrices. While algebraic derivations are possible, using elemen-
tary operations (speciﬁcally, ﬂow reversal) on signal ﬂow graphs
provides a uniﬁed derivation, reveals connections with systems
theory, etc.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
1.1. Signal ﬂow graphs for proving matrix theorems
Although application-oriented, signal ﬂow graphs representing discrete transmission lines have been
employed to answer purely mathematical questions, such as providing interpretations of the classi-
cal algorithms of Schur and Levinson and deriving fast algorithms, see for instance [6,8,7,14,15]. In
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Fig. 1. Proof of the Gohberg–Semencul formula.
particular, questions involving structured matrices that are associated with systems of polynomials
satisfying recurrence relations lend themselves well to a signal ﬂow graph approach. For instance, it
is well-known that matrices with Toeplitz structure are related to Szegö polynomials (polynomials
orthogonal on the unit circle). This relation was exploited in [6] as shown in the next example.
Example 1.1 (Proof of the Gohberg–Semencul formula). In [6], the signal ﬂow graph language is used to
give a proof of the well-known Gohberg–Semencul formula. In fact, the proof is simply a single signal
ﬂow graph, shown here in Fig. 1.
The “proof” shown in Fig. 1 as presented in [6] may seem quite mysterious at this point, however
the intent in presenting it at the beginning is tomake the point that the language of signal ﬂow graphs
provides a language for proving mathematical results for structured matrices using the recurrence
relations of the corresponding polynomial systems.
The results of this paper are presented via signal ﬂow graphs, however we do not assume any
familiaritywith signal ﬂowgraphs, and the reader can consider themas a convenientwayof visualizing
recurrence relations.
1.2. Quasiseparable and semiseparable polynomials
In this paper, the language of signal ﬂow graphs is used to address three closely related problems,
posed in Sections 1.3-1.5. While the use of signal ﬂow graphs is applicable to general systems, their
use is most effective when the system of polynomials in question satisﬁes sparse recurrence relations.
Herein, we focus on the class of (H,m)-quasiseparable polynomials, systems of polynomials related as
characteristic polynomials of principal submatrices of Hessenberg, order m quasiseparable matrices,
and their subclass of (H,m)-semiseparable polynomials. Formal deﬁnitions of these classes and details
of the relations between polynomial systems and structured matrices are given in Section 3.
Fig. 2. Relations between polynomial systems studied in this paper.
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A motivation for considering (H,m)-quasiseparable polynomials in this context is as follows. It
will be demonstrated in detail below that real-orthogonal polynomials and Szegö polynomials (that
is, polynomials orthogonal not on a real interval, but on the unit circle) are special cases of (H, 1)-
quasiseparable polynomials, as are monomials. This relationship is illustrated in Fig. 2. Thus all of
the results given here generalize those known for these important classes, and additionally provide a
unifying derivation of these previous results.
1.3. Polynomial evaluation rules extending Horner and Clenshaw type rules for (H,m)-quasiseparable
polynomials
The ﬁrst problem we consider is that of efﬁcient polynomial evaluation. As a motivation, consider
a polynomial given in terms of the monomial basis,
H(x) = a0 + a1x + · · · + an−1xn−1 + anxn.
It is well-known that this can be rewritten as
H(x) = a0 + a1x + · · · + an−1xn−1 + anxn
= a0 + x(a1 + x(· · · x(an−1 + x( an︸︷︷︸
p˜0(x)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
p˜1(x)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
p˜n−1(x)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
p˜n(x)=H(x)
which amounts to expressing the polynomial not in terms of themonomials, but in terms of theHorner
polynomials; i.e., those satisfying the recurrence relations
p˜0(x) = an, p˜k(x) = xp˜k−1(x) + an−k. (1.1)
Since, as illustrated, p˜n(x) = H(x), the polynomial H(x) may be evaluated at a point x by computing
successive Horner polynomials.
We consider the problemof similar evaluation of a polynomial given in terms of an arbitrary system
of polynomials; that is, of the form
H(x) = b0r0(x) + b1r1(x) + · · · + bn−1rn−1(x) + bnrn(x)
for somepolynomial system {rk}. Of particular interestwill be the casewhere the polynomial system in
question is a systemof (H,m)-quasiseparable polynomials, and inwhich case the evaluation algorithm
will be efﬁcient.
In the case of real-orthogonal polynomials, such an evaluation rule is known, and is due to Clenshaw
[10]. In addition, an efﬁcient evaluation algorithm for polynomials given in terms of Szegö polynomials
was presented by Ammar et al. in [1].1 These previous results as well as those derived in this paper are
listed in Table 1.
Using the language of signal ﬂow graphs, the polynomial evaluation rule that we derive is very
general, and it generalizes and explains the previous results of Table 1.
1.4. (H,m)-quasiseparable eigenvector problem
The second problem considered in this paper is that of computing eigenvectors of
(H,m)-quasiseparable matrices and (H,m)-semiseparable matrices, given their eigenvalues.
1 Although the algorithm of [1] does indeed evaluate a polynomial given in a Szegö basis, it is not exactly an analogue of
the Horner and Clenshaw rules in some sense. The signal ﬂow graph interpretation of this paper can be used to explain the
difference, see Section 5.4.1.
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Table 1
Polynomial evaluation algorithms.
Polynomial system R Efﬁcient evaluation algorithm
Monomials Horner rule
Real-orthogonal polynomials Clenshaw rule [10]
Szegö polynomials Ammar–Gragg–Reichel rule [1]
(H,m)-quasiseparable This paper
Applications of this problem can be seen to be numerous knowing that companion matrices, irre-
ducible tridiagonal matrices, and almost unitary Hessenberg matrices are all special cases of (H,m)-
quasiseparable matrices and some of their subclasses.
For instance, it is well-known that the columns of the inverse of the Vandermonde matrix
V(x) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 x1 x
2
1 · · · xn−11
1 x2 x
2
2 · · · xn−12
1 x3 x
2
3
...
...
...
. . . x
n−1
n−1
1 xn x
2
n · · · xn−1n
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
store the eigenvectors of the companion matrix
C =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 · · · 0 −c0
1 0 · · · 0 −c1
0 1
. . .
... −c2
...
. . .
. . . 0
...
0 · · · 0 1 −cn−1
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
as can be seen by the easily veriﬁed identity
V(x)C = D(x)V(x), D(x) = diag(x1, x2, . . . , xn).
Using the signal ﬂow graph approach described in this paper, it is described how to use signal
ﬂow graph operations to compute the eigenvectors of a given (H,m)-quasiseparable matrix using
its eigenvalues. These results include as special cases the descriptions of eigenvectors of companion
matrices, tridiagonal matrices, unitary Hessenberg matrices, arrowhead matrices, and Hessenberg
banded matrices, among many others.
1.5. Inversion of (H,m)-quasiseparable-Vandermonde matrices
Finally, the third problem considered in this paper is that of efﬁciently inverting the polynomial-
Vandermonde matrix
VR(x) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
r0(x1) r1(x1) · · · rn−1(x1)
r0(x2) r1(x2) · · · rn−1(x2)
...
...
...
r0(xn) r1(xn) · · · rn−1(xn)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (1.2)
where the polynomial system {rk(x)} is a system of (H,m)-quasiseparable polynomials. We refer to
suchmatricesas (H,m)-quasiseparable-Vandermondematrices. Special casesof (H,m)-quasiseparable-
Vandermonde matrices include classical Vandermonde matrices involving the monomial basis (as
the monomials are (H, 0)-quasiseparable polynomials), three-term Vandermonde matrices involv-
ing real-orthogonal polynomials (as real orthogonal polynomials are (H, 1)-quasiseparable polyno-
mials), and Szegö–Vandermonde matrices involving Szegö polynomials (as Szegö polynomials are
(H, 1)-quasiseparable polynomials).
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Table 2
FastO(n2) inversion algorithms.
Matrix VR(x) Polynomial system R Fast inversion algorithm
Classical Vandermonde Monomials Traub [20]
Chebyshev–Vandermonde Chebyshev Gohberg–Olshevsky [12]
Three-term Vandermonde Real orthogonal Calvetti–Reichel [9]
Szegö–Vandermonde Szegö Olshevsky [19]
(H,m)-semiseparable- (H,m)-semiseparable BEGOTZ [4]
Vandermonde (new derivation in this paper)
(H, 1)-quasiseparable (H, 1)-quasiseparable BEGOT [3]
Vandermonde (new derivation in this paper)
(H,m)-quasiseparable- (H,m)-quasiseparable BEGOTZ [4]
Vandermonde (new derivation in this paper)
Table 3
Building blocks of signal ﬂow graphs.
Adder Gain Delay
Implements polynomial addition. Implements scalar multiplication. Implements multiplication by x.
Splitter Linear transformation Label
Allows a given signal to be used Combination of other components Identiﬁes the current signal (just for clarity,
in multiple places. to implement matrix-vector products; does not require an actual device).
r1:n = α × p1:n .
Thewell-known fastO(n2) inversion algorithm for classical VandermondematricesVP(x) = [xj−1i ]
was initiallyproposedbyTraub in [20] (see for instance [13] formany relevant referencesandsomegen-
eralizations), andhas since been extended tomany important cases beyond the classical Vandermonde
case. In Table 2, several references to previous algorithms in this area are given.
Using the language of signal ﬂowgraphs,we rederive the results of the latest andmost generalwork
of Table 2, [4]. Thus, this use of signal ﬂow graphs results in an algorithm generalizing the previous
work.
1.6. Overview of the paper
The three problems described above are connected and solved via the use of operations on signal
ﬂow graphs, speciﬁcally, ﬂow reversal of a signal ﬂow graph. That is, all three problems are solved by
forming an appropriate signal ﬂowgraph, reversing theﬂow, and reading off the solution in a particular
way. In the course of the paper, new ﬁlter structures corresponding to both (H,m)-quasiseparablema-
trices and their subclass, (H,m)-semiseparablematrices, are given and classiﬁed in termsof recurrence
relations as well.
2. Signal ﬂow graph overview and motivating example
Common in electrical engineering, control theory, etc., signal ﬂow graphs represent realizations
of systems as electronic devices. Brieﬂy, the objective is to build a device to implement, or realize,
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a polynomial, using devices that implement the algebraic operations used in recurrence relations.
These building blocks are shown next in Table 3. (Note that in this paper, we often follow the standard
notation in signal ﬂow graphs of expressing polynomials in terms of x = z−1.)
2.1. Realizing a polynomial in the monomial basis: observer-type realization
We begin with an example of constructing a realization of a polynomial (in this example of degree
three) expressed in the monomial basis, i.e., a polynomial of the form
H(x) = a0 + a1x + a2x2 + a3x3.
One ﬁrst uses so-called “delay elements” to implementmultiplication by x = z−1, and draws the delay
line, as in
It is easy to see that the inputs of each delay element are simply the monomials 1, x, and x2, and
the outputs are x, x2, and x3, all of the building blocks needed to form the polynomial H(x). Then H(x)
is formed as a linear combination of these by attaching taps, as in
Such a realization is canonical, and is called the observer-type realization, as by modifying the gains
on the taps, one can observe the values of the states.
2.2. Realizing a polynomial in the Horner basis: controller-type realization
While this realization is canonical, it is not unique. As stated in the introduction, one can represent
the polynomial H(x) as
H(x) = a0 + a1x + a2x2 + a3x3
= a0 + x(a1 + x(a2 + x(a3)))
leading to thewell-knownHorner rule for polynomial evaluation. Speciﬁcally, the recurrence relations
(1.1) for the Horner polynomials allow one to evaluate the polynomial H(x), and so the following
realization using Horner polynomials also realizes the same polynomial.
This realization is also canonical, and is called the controller-type realization. This name is because
by modifying the gains on the taps, it is possible to directly control the inputs to the delay elements.
We conclude this section with the observation that going from the observer-type realization to the
controller-type realization involves the passage from using a basis of monomials to a basis of Horner
polynomials.
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2.3. Key concept: ﬂow reversal and Horner polynomials
The key observation that we wish to make using this example is that, comparing the observer-
type and controller-type realizations, we see that one is obtained from the other by reversing the
direction of the ﬂow. In particular, the ﬂow reversal of the signal ﬂow graph corresponds to changing
from the basis of monomials to that of Horner polynomials.
In this section, this was illustrated for the monomial–classical Horner case. The next procedure,
proved in [18], states that this observation is true in general. That is, by constructing a signal ﬂowgraph
in a speciﬁc way, one can determine recurrence relations for generalized Horner polynomials for any
given system of polynomials.
Procedure 2.1 (Obtaining generalized Horner polynomials). Given a system of polynomials R = {r0(x),
r1(x), . . . , rn(x)} satisfyingdeg rk(x) = k, the systemof generalizedHorner polynomials R˜ correspond-
ing to R can be found by the following procedure.
1. Draw aminimal2 signal ﬂow graph for the linear time-invariant systemwith the overall transfer
function H(x), and such that rk(x) are the partial transfer functions from the input of the signal
ﬂow graph to the input of the kth delay element for k = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1.
2. Reverse the direction of the ﬂowof the signal ﬂowgraph to go from the observer-type realization
to the controller-type realization.
3. Identify the generalized Horner polynomials R˜ = {r˜k(x)} as the partial transfer functions from
the input of the signal ﬂow graph to the inputs of the delay elements.
4. Read from the reversed signal ﬂow graph a recursion for R˜ = {r˜k(x)}.
We emphasize at this point that this process is valid for arbitrary systemsof polynomials. In thenext
section, details of some special classes of polynomials and their corresponding newﬁlter structures for
which this process can be used to yield fast algorithmswill be introduced. The goal is then to use these
new structures to derive new Horner-like rules, and to then invert the corresponding polynomial-
Vandermonde matrices, as described in the introduction.
3. New quasiseparable ﬁlter structures
3.1. Interplay between structured matrices and systems of polynomials
In the previous section, details of how to use signal ﬂow graphs to obtain recurrence relations for
generalizedHorner polynomials associatedwith an arbitrary systemof polynomialswere given. In this
section, we introduce several new ﬁlter structures for which the recurrence relations that result from
this procedure are sparse. In order to deﬁne these new structures, we will use the interplay between
structured matrices and systems of polynomials. At the heart of many fast algorithms involving poly-
nomials are a relation to a class of structured matrices, and so such a relation introduced next should
seem natural.
Deﬁnition 3.1. A systemof polynomials R is related to a strongly upper Hessenberg (i.e. upper Hessen-
berg with nonzero subdiagonal elements: ai,j = 0 for i > j + 1, and ai+1,i /= 0 for i = 1, . . . , n − 1)
matrix A (and vice versa) provided
rk(x) = 1
a2,1a3,2 · · · ak,k−1 det(xI − A)(k×k), k = 1, . . . , n. (3.1)
That is,weassociatewithaHessenbergmatrix thesystemofpolynomials formed fromcharacteristic
polynomials of its principal submatrices. It can readily be seen that givenaHessenbergmatrix, a related
system of polynomials may be constructed. The opposite direction can be seen using the concept of a
so-called confederate matrix of [17], recalled brieﬂy next.
2 A signal ﬂow graph is called minimal in engineering literature if it contains the minimal number n of delay elements. Such
minimal realizations where, in this case, n = deg H(x), always exist.
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Proposition 3.2. Let R be a system of polynomials satisfying the n-term recurrence relations3
x · rk−1(x) = ak+1,k · rk(x) − ak,k · rk−1(x) − · · · − a1,k · r0(x), (3.2)
for k = 1, . . . , n, with ak+1,k /= 0. Then the matrix4
CR =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
a1,1 a1,2 a1,3 · · · a1,n
a2,1 a2,2 a2,3 · · · a2,n
0 a3,2 a3,3
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . .
. . . an−1,n
0 · · · 0 an,n−1 an,n
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3.3)
is related to R as in Deﬁnition 3.1.
In the next two sections, special structured matrices related to the new ﬁlter structures are intro-
duced.
3.2. (H,m)-quasiseparable matrices and ﬁlter structures
Deﬁnition 3.3 ((H,m)-quasiseparable matrices). A matrix A is called (H,m)-quasiseparable if (i) it is
strongly upper Hessenberg (i.e. upper Hessenberg with nonzero subdiagonal elements: ai,j = 0 for
i > j + 1, and ai+1,i /= 0 for i = 1, . . . , n − 1), and (ii) max(rank A12) = m where the maximum is
taken over all symmetric partitions of the form
A =
[∗ A12
∗ ∗
]
;
for instance, the low-rank blocks of a 5 × 5 (H,m)-quasiseparable matrix would be those shaded
below:
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
    
    
0    
0 0   
0 0 0  
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
    
    
0    
0 0   
0 0 0  
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
    
    
0    
0 0   
0 0 0  
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
    
    
0    
0 0   
0 0 0  
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
The following theoremgives theﬁlter structure that results from the systemsof polynomials related
to matrices with this quasiseparable structure when m = 1; that is, what we suggest to call (H, 1)-
quasiseparable ﬁlter structure.
Theorem 3.4. A system of polynomials {rk(x)} is related to an (H, 1)-quasiseparable matrix if and only if
they admit the realization
3 It is easy to see that any polynomial system {rk(x)} satisfying deg rk(x) = k satisﬁes (3.2) for some coefﬁcients.
4 Notice that this matrix does not restrict the constant polynomial r0(x) at all, and hence it may be chosen freely. What is
important is that there exists such a matrix.
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Algebraic proofs of the results of this section can be found in [2,5], but here we give a proof using
the language of the signal ﬂow graphs.
Proof. Suppose {rk(x)} admit the shown realization. Then by reading from the signal ﬂow graph, it
can be readily seen that each rk(x) satisﬁes the n-term recurrence relations
rk(x) = (δkx + θk)rk−1(x) + γkβk−1rk−2(x) + γkαk−1βk−2rk−3(x)
+ γkαk−1αk−2βk−3rk−4(x) + · · · + γkαk−1 · · ·α2β1r0(x).
Using Proposition 3.2 and these n-term recurrence relations, we have that the matrix⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
− θ1
δ1
− 1
δ2
γ2β1 − 1δ3 γ3α2β1 · · · − 1δn γnαn−1αn−2 · · ·α3α2β1
1
δ1
− θ2
δ2
− 1
δ3
γ3β2 · · · − 1δn γnαn−1αn−2 · · ·α3β2
0 1
δ2
− θ3
δ3
. . .
...
0 0 1
δ3
. . .
...
...
. . .
. . . − 1
δn
γnβn−1
0 · · · 0 1
δn−1 − θnδn
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.4)
is related to the polynomial system {rk(x)}. It can be observed that the off-diagonal blocks as in
Deﬁnition 3.3 are all of rank one, and so the polynomial system {rk(x)} is indeed related to an
(H, 1)-quasiseparable matrix. The opposite direction is proven using the observation that any (H, 1)-
quasiseparable matrix can be written in the form (3.4) (such is called the generator representation, and
details can be found in [11,2]). This completes the proof. 
An analogous proof later in this section for (H, 1)-semiseparable polynomials and their realizations
would follow the exact same pattern, and thus is omitted. An immediate consequence of Theorem 3.4
are recurrence relations that can be read off of the signal ﬂow graph.
Corollary 3.5. The polynomials {rk(x)} are related to an (H, 1)-quasiseparable matrix if and only if they
satisfy the two-term recurrence relations[
Gk(x)
rk(x)
]
=
[
αk βk
γk δkx + θk
] [
Gk−1(x)
rk−1(x)
]
(3.5)
for some system of auxiliary polynomials {Gk(x)} and some scalars αk ,βk , γk , δk, and θk.
The next theorem extends Theorem 3.4 to give the realization of polynomials related to an (H,m)-
quasiseparable matrix. The essential difference in going to the orderm case is thatm additional (non-
delay) lines are required in the realization, whereas in the order 1 case only one is required.
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Theorem 3.6. A system of polynomials {rk(x)} is related to an (H,m)-quasiseparable matrix if and only if
they admit the realization
Although the signal ﬂow graph of the realization in this theorem is considerably more complicated
than that of Theorem 3.4 for (H, 1)-quasiseparable matrices, the proof follows in the same manner,
however involvingvectors andmatrices insteadof scalars.Affording simplergeneralizations is a feature
of working with signal ﬂow graphs. For an algebraic proof, see [5].
3.3. (H,m)-semiseparable matrices and ﬁlter structures
Deﬁnition 3.7 ((H,m)-semiseparable matrices). A matrix A is called (H,m)-semiseparable if (i) it is
strongly upper Hessenberg (i.e. upper Hessenberg with nonzero subdiagonal elements: ai,j = 0 for
i > j + 1, and ai+1,i /= 0 for i = 1, . . . , n − 1), and (ii) it is of the form
A = B + triu(AU , 1)
with rank(AU) = m and a lower bidiagonal matrix B, where following the MATLAB command triu,
triu(AU , 1) denotes the strictly upper triangular portion of the matrix AU .
Theorem 3.8. A system of polynomials {rk(x)} is related to an (H, 1)-semiseparable matrix if and only if
they admit the realization
with G0(x) = 1.
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The proof is given by reading the n-term recurrence relations off of the signal ﬂow graph of the
given realization as
rk(x) = (δkx + θk + γkβk−1)rk−1(x) + γk(αk−1 − βk−1γk−1)βk−2rk−2(x)
+ γk(αk−1 − βk−1γk−1)(αk−2 − βk−2γk−2)βk−3rk−3(x) + · · ·
+ γk(αk−1 − βk−1γk−1)(αk−2 − βk−2γk−2) · · · (α2 − β2γ2)β1r1(x)
+ γk(αk−1 − βk−1γk−1)(αk−2 − βk−2γk−2) · · · (α1 − β1γ1)r0(x)
and then relating them via Proposition 3.2 to a matrix shown to have (H, 1)-semiseparable structure,
following the blueprint of Theorem 3.4.
Just as for the quasiseparable ﬁlter structure, recurrence relations for the (H, 1)-semiseparable
polynomials can be read off of the signal ﬂow graph of this realization.
Corollary 3.9. The polynomials {rk(x)} are related to an (H, 1)-semiseparable matrix if and only if they
satisfy the two-term recurrence relations[
Gk(x)
rk(x)
]
=
[
αk βk
γk 1
] [
Gk−1(x)
(δkx + θk)rk−1(x)
]
(3.6)
for some system of auxiliary polynomials {Gk(x)} and some scalars αk ,βk , γk , δk , and θk.
As for Theorem 3.4, we next extend the realization of Theorem 3.8 to the orderm case.
Theorem 3.10. A system of polynomials {rk(x)} is related to an (H,m)-semiseparable matrix if and only
if they admit the realization
4. Special cases of the new ﬁlter structures
In this brief section, we enumerate some well-known special cases of the polynomials given in the
previous section. As subclasses of these polynomials, they are then also special cases of polynomials
that may be realized by using the new ﬁlter structures presented, and hence are examples of classes
for which the problems solved in this paper may be applied to.
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Fig. 3. Signal ﬂow graph realizing real-orthogonal polynomials.
Fig. 4. Signal ﬂow graph showing the Markel–Gray ﬁlter structure, realizing Szegö polynomials.
4.1. Monomials
In Section 2, the ﬁrst motivating example of monomials and Horner polynomials was consid-
ered. Monomials are in fact special cases of (H, 1)-quasiseparable polynomials, as well as of (H, 1)-
semiseparable polynomials, and hence both ﬁlter structures of the previous section can be used to
realize the monomial system.
4.2. Real-orthogonal polynomials
A second well-known class of polynomials to which these new ﬁlter structures may be applied are
polynomial systems orthogonal with respect to some inner product on the real line. Such polynomials
are well-known to satisfy three-term recurrence relations of the form
rk(x) = (αkx − δk)rk−1(x) − γkrk−2(x), (4.1)
from which one can easily draw a signal ﬂow graph of the form shown in Fig. 3.
Real-orthogonal polynomials are subclasses of (H, 1)-quasiseparable polynomials, and so the new
ﬁlter structures may also be used to realized real-orthogonal polynomials.
4.3. Szegö polynomials: Markel–Gray ﬁlter structure
Another example of a common class of polynomials for which these ﬁlter structures are applicable
is that of the Szegö polynomials {φ#k }, or those orthogonal with respect to an inner product on the unit
circle. Such polynomial systems are known to satisfy the two-term recurrence relations[
φk(x)
φ#k (x)
]
= 1
μk
[
1 −ρk−ρ∗k 1
] [
φk−1(x)
xφ#k−1(x)
]
(4.2)
involving a system of auxiliary polynomials {φk}. Such recurrence relations lead to the Markel–Gray
ﬁlter structure shown in Fig. 4.
The (H, 1)-semiseparable ﬁlter structure is a direct generalization of the Markel–Gray ﬁlter struc-
ture, and hence semiseparable ﬁlters can be used to realize Szegö polynomials.
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Fig. 5. Signal ﬂow graph realizing Szegö polynomials using an (H, 1)-quasiseparable ﬁlter structure.
Furthermore, Szegö polynomials are not only (H, 1)-semiseparable, but (H, 1)-quasiseparable as
well, and hence one can also use the quasiseparable ﬁlter structures to realize Szegö polynomials. The
semiseparable and quasiseparable ﬁlter structures are considerably different, notably in the locations
of the delay elements with respect to the cross-connections, and next in Fig. 5, the reduction of the
quasiseparable ﬁlter structure to the Szegö case is given.
Notice that new two-term recurrence relations for Szegö polynomials can be read directly from the
signal ﬂow graph of Fig. 5. Such recurrence relations were derived algebraically in [3], and are found
to be [
φ0(x)
φ#0 (x)
]
=
[
0
1
]
,
[
φk(x)
φ#k (x)
]
=
[
μk ρ
∗
k−1μk
ρk
μk
x+ρ∗k−1ρk
μk
] [
φk−1(x)
φ#k−1(x)
]
. (4.3)
5. Horner-type polynomial evaluation rules for (H,m)-quasiseparable polynomials
As was described in Section 2, one can use the Horner polynomials to evaluate a polynomial given
in the monomial basis. The crux of the trick is that if a polynomial H(x) is given in the basis of the
ﬁrst n monomials, then, while the values of the ﬁrst n − 1 Horner polynomials may differ from the
ﬁrst n − 1monomial bases, the nth will coincide; that is, the last Horner polynomial p˜n(x) = H(x), so
H(x) may be evaluated using the recurrence relations for {p˜k(x)} of (1.1). In terms of systems theory,
it is known that ﬂow reversal does not change the overall transfer function, which is essentially the
same statement.
In this section, we use Procedure 2.1 and the new ﬁlter structures to demonstrate generalizations
of this algorithm. We then provide the special cases of the two previously considered cases of real-
orthogonal polynomials and Szegö polynomials.
5.1. New evaluation rule: polynomials in a quasiseparable basis
Assume that, given a polynomial in a basis of (H,m)-quasiseparable polynomials, the value of
that polynomial at a given point is to be determined in a similar manner as the Horner rule for the
monomials basis. The method is contained in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let
H(x) = b0r0(x) + b1r1(x) + · · · + bnrn(x)
be a polynomial expressed in a basis of (H,m)-quasiseparable polynomials. Then H(x) can be evaluated
using the recurrence relations
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Fig. 6. Signal ﬂow graph of the reversal of the (H,m)-quasiseparable ﬁlter structure.
[˜
Fk(x)
r˜k(x)
]
=
[
0
bn
]
,
[˜
Fk(x)
r˜k(x)
]
=
⎡⎣ αTn−k+1 1δn−k+1 γ Tn−k+1
δn−kβTn−k+1 δn−kx + θn−k+1δn−k+1
⎤⎦ [˜Fk(x)
r˜k(x)
]
+
[
0
δn−kbn−k
]
and the relation H(x) = r˜n(x).
Proof. Following Procedure 2.1, the signal ﬂowgraph of Theorem3.6 is reversed to obtain that of Fig. 6.
From the signal ﬂow graph in Fig. 6, the stated recurrence relations for the generalized Horner
polynomials associated with (H,m)-quasiseparable polynomials are observed. 
5.2. New evaluation rule: Polynomials in a semiseparable basis
Theorem 5.2. Let
H(x) = b0r0(x) + b1r1(x) + · · · + bnrn(x)
be a polynomial expressed in a basis of (H,m)-semiseparable polynomials. Then H(x) can be evaluated
using the recurrence relations[
G˜0(x)
r˜0(x)
]
=
[−bnβTn
bn
]
,
[
G˜k(x)
r˜k(x)
]
=
[
αTn−k γ Tn−k
δn−kβTn−k δn−k
] [
G˜k(x)(
x + θn−k+1
δn−k+1
)
r˜k(x) + bn−k
]
and the relation H(x) = r˜n(x).
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Fig. 7. Signal ﬂow graph of the reversal of the (H,m)-semiseparable ﬁlter structure.
Fig. 8. Reversal of the signal ﬂow graph realizing real-orthogonal polynomials.
Proof. FollowingProcedure2.1, the signal ﬂowgraphof Theorem3.10 is reversed toobtain that of Fig. 7.
From this signal ﬂow graph, the stated recurrence relations for the generalized Horner polynomials
associated with (H,m)-semiseparable polynomials can be read off. 
5.3. Polynomials in a real orthogonal basis: the Clenshaw rule
Wenext consider some classical caseswhich are special cases of the given ﬁlter structures. Suppose
we are given a polynomial H(x) in the basis of real-orthogonal polynomials, i.e. satisfying the three-
term recurrence relations (4.1), with the goal of evaluating said polynomial at some value x. Applying
Procedure 2.1, we ﬁrst draw a signal ﬂow graph of the observer-type for real-orthogonal polynomials,
and reverse the ﬂow to ﬁnd the generalized Horner polynomials. The former signal ﬂow graph was
presented in Fig. 3, and we next present the latter in Fig. 8.
FromFig. 8, onecanreadoff the recurrence relations satisﬁedby thegeneralizedHornerpolynomials
as
r˜k(x) = αn−kxr˜k−1(x) − αn−k
αn−k+1
βn−k+1 r˜k−1(x)
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Fig. 9. Reversal of the signal ﬂow graph showing the Markel–Gray ﬁlter structure realizing Szegö polynomials.
− αn−k
αn−k+2
γn−k+2 r˜k−2(x) + bn−k , (5.1)
which is thewell-known Clenshaw rule, an extension of the Horner rule to the basis of real-orthogonal
polynomials.
5.4. Polynomials in a Szegö basis
As above, if one needs to evaluate a polynomial given in a basis of Szegö polynomials using the
Horner rule, it canbedonebyusing recurrence relations foundby reversing theﬂowof theMarkel–Gray
ﬁlter structure of Fig. 4. The reversed signal ﬂow graph is shown in Fig. 9.
From the reversed Markel–Gray ﬁlter structure in Fig. 9, one can directly read the following recur-
rence relations for the generalized Horner polynomials. They are read as[
φ˜k(x)
φ˜#k (x)
]
= 1
μn−k
[
1 −ρn−k−ρ∗n−k 1
] [
φ˜k−1(x)
xφ˜#k−1(x) + bn−k
]
. (5.2)
These recurrence relations, among others including three-term, n-term, and shifted n-term, were
introduced in [18].
5.4.1. The Ammar–Gragg–Reichel algorithm
It was noted by Olshevsky in [18] that these two-term recurrence relations (5.2) for the general-
ized Horner polynomials related to Szegö polynomials are not the same as the result of an algebraic
derivation of the same by Ammar et al. in [1]. There, the authors derived the recursion[
τn
τ˜n
]
=
[
bn
μn
0
]
,
[
τk
τ˜k
]
= 1
μk
[
bk + x(τk+1 + ρ∗k+1τ˜k+1)
ρk+1τk+1 + τ˜k+1
]
, (5.3)
where H(x) = τ0 + τ˜0. Indeed, if one draws a signal ﬂow graph in Fig. 10 depicting these relations,
the difference becomes apparent. Procedure 2.1, Step 3 states that the generalized Horner polynomials
are to be chosen as the partial transfer functions to the inputs of the delays, but this is not the case in
Fig. 10. That is, the recursion (5.3) is based on a different choice of polynomials than the generalized
Horner polynomials.
5.4.2. A new algorithm based on the quasiseparable ﬁlter structure
In Section 4.3, it was noticed that because Szegö polynomials are subclasses of both
(H, 1)-semiseparable and (H, 1)-quasiseparable polynomials, both of the corresponding ﬁlter struc-
tures can be used to realize Szegö polynomials. It was further seen that using the (H, 1)-semiseparable
ﬁlter structure reduced to the well-known Markel–Gray ﬁlter structure of [16], and that using the
(H, 1)-quasiseparable ﬁlter structure yielded new result, including the new recurrence relations 4.3.
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Fig. 10. Signal ﬂow graph depicting the recursion of the Ammar–Gragg–Reichel algorithm.
Such results also apply to the generalized Horner polynomials associated with Szegö polynomials.
By reversing the ﬂow in the (H, 1)-semiseparable ﬁlter structure (Markel–Gray in this special case),
the recurrence relations (5.2) above result.5
Reversing the ﬂow of the (H, 1)-quasiseparable ﬁlter structure yields a new set of recurrence re-
lations for the generalized Horner polynomials associated with the Szegö polynomials. Speciﬁcally,
reading off the reversal of the signal ﬂow graph in Fig. 5, one arrives at the recurrence relations
[
φ˜0(x)
φ˜#0 (x)
]
=
[
0
bn
]
,
[
φ˜k(x)
φ˜#k (x)
]
=
⎡⎣ μn−k+1 ρn−k+1μn−k+1
ρ∗n−kμn−k+1
x+ρ∗n−kρn−k+1
μn−k+1
⎤⎦[φ˜k−1(x)
φ˜#k−1(x)
]
+
[
0
bn−k
]
.
6. (H,m)-quasiseparable eigenvector problem
In this section, the second problem of the paper is solved, namely the eigenvector computation of
(H,m)-quasiseparable matrices and their subclasses.
It can be easily veriﬁed that
VR(x)CR = D(x)VR(x), D(x) = diag(x1, x2, . . . , xn),
which implies that the columns of the inverse of polynomial-Vandermonde matrix VR(x)
−1 store the
eigenvectors of the confederate matrix CR of Proposition 3.2. Thus, in order to compute the eigenvec-
tors of a matrix CR, one need only to invert the polynomial-Vandermonde matrix VR(x) formed by
polynomials corresponding to the matrix CR(H), a topic described in detail in Section 7.
Special cases of confederate matrices CR described in this paper include (H,m)-quasiseparable
matrices as well as (H,m)-semiseparable matrices, and hence this procedure allows one to compute
eigenvectors of both of these classes of matrices, given their eigenvalues. As special cases of these
structures, tridiagonal matrices, unitary Hessenberg matrices, upper-banded matrices, etc. also can
have their eigenvectors computed via this method.
7. Inversion of (H,m)-quasiseparable-Vandermonde matrices
In this section we address the problem of inversion of polynomial-Vandermonde matrices of the
form
5 And, as stated above, bymoving the locations of thepolynomials in the signal ﬂowgraph, one also gets the recurrence relations
of Ammar et al. in [1].
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VR(x) =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
r0(x1) r1(x1) · · · rn−1(x1)
r0(x2) r1(x2) · · · rn−1(x2)
...
...
...
r0(xn) r1(xn) · · · rn−1(xn)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (7.1)
with speciﬁc attention, as elsewhere in the paper, to the special casewhere the polynomial system R =
{r0(x), r1(x), . . . , rn−1} are (H,m)-quasiseparable or (H,m)-semiseparable. The following proposition
is an extension of one for the classical Vandermonde case by Traub [20], whose proof in terms of signal
ﬂow graphs may be found in [18].
Proposition 7.1. Let R = {r0(x), r1(x), . . . , rn−1(x)} be a system of polynomials, and H(x) a monic poly-
nomial with exactly n distinct roots. Then the polynomial-Vandermonde matrix VR(x) whose nodes {xk}
are the zeros of H(x) has inverse
VR(x)
−1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
r˜n−1(x1) r˜n−1(x2) · · · r˜n−1(xn)
...
...
...
r˜1(x1) r˜1(x2) · · · r˜1(xn)
r˜0(x1) r˜0(x2) · · · r˜0(xn)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ · D (7.2)
with
D = diag
(
1/H′(xi)
)
= diag
⎛⎜⎝ 1
Πnk=1
k /=i
(xk − xi)
⎞⎟⎠
involving the generalized Horner polynomials R˜ = {r˜0(x), r˜1(x), . . . , r˜n−1(x)} deﬁned in Procedure 2.1.
From this proposition, we see that the main computational burden in computing the inverse of a
polynomial-Vandermonde matrix is in evaluating the generalized Horner polynomials at each of the
nodes. But Procedure2.1, illustrated in theprevious sections for several examples is exactly aprocedure
for determining efﬁcient recurrence relations for just these polynomials, and evaluating them at given
points.
So theprocedureof the above sections is exactly aprocedure for inversionof the relatedpolynomial-
Vandermonde matrix; that is, reversing the ﬂow of the signal ﬂow graph corresponds to inverting
the related polynomial-Vandermonde matrix. We state the following two corollaries of this propo-
sition and also Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, respectively, allowing fast inversion of (H,m)-quasiseparable-
Vandermonde systems and (H,m)-semiseparable Vandermonde systems, respectively.
Corollary 7.2. Let R be a systemof (H,m)-quasiseparable polynomials given in terms of recurrence relation
coefﬁcients, and H(x) a monic polynomial with exactly n distinct roots. Then the (H,m)-quasiseparable-
Vandermonde matrix VR(x) whose nodes {xk} are the zeros of H(x) can be inverted as
VR(x)
−1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
r˜n−1(x1) r˜n−1(x2) · · · r˜n−1(xn)
...
...
...
r˜1(x1) r˜1(x2) · · · r˜1(xn)
r˜0(x1) r˜0(x2) · · · r˜0(xn)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ · D
with
D = diag
(
1/H′(xi)
)
= diag
⎛⎜⎝ 1
Πnk=1
k /=i
(xk − xi)
⎞⎟⎠
and using the recurrence relations[
F˜k(x)
r˜k(x)
]
=
[
0
bn
]
,
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[
F˜k(x)
r˜k(x)
]
=
⎡⎣ αTn−k+1 1δn−k+1 γ Tn−k+1
δn−kβTn−k+1 δn−kx + θn−k+1δn−k+1
⎤⎦[F˜k(x)
r˜k(x)
]
+
[
0
δn−kbn−k
]
,
where the perturbations bk are deﬁned by
H(x) =
n∏
k=1
(x − xk) = b0r0(x) + · · · + bnrn(x),
to evaluate the generalized Horner polynomials R˜ = {r˜0(x), r˜1(x), . . . , r˜n−1(x)} (of Procedure 2.1) at each
node xk.
The proof is a straightforward application of Proposition 7.1 and the reversal of the
(H,m)-quasiseparable ﬁlter structure pictured in Fig. 6, and an algebraic proof can be found in [4]
(and for the (H, 1)-quasiseparable case in [3]).
Similarly, the proof of the following corollary is seen by using Proposition 7.1 and the reversal of
the (H,m)-semiseparable ﬁlter structure, which is pictured in Fig. 7. An algebraic proof of this in the
(H, 1)-semiseparable case appeared in [3].
Corollary 7.3. Let R be a system of (H,m)-semiseparable polynomials given in terms of recurrence relation
coefﬁcients, and H(x) a monic polynomial with exactly n distinct roots. Then the (H,m)-semiseparable
Vandermonde matrix VR(x) whose nodes {xk} are the zeros of H(x) can be inverted as
VR(x)
−1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
r˜n−1(x1) r˜n−1(x2) · · · r˜n−1(xn)
...
...
...
r˜1(x1) r˜1(x2) · · · r˜1(xn)
r˜0(x1) r˜0(x2) · · · r˜0(xn)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ · D
with
D = diag
(
1/H′(xi)
)
= diag
⎛⎜⎝ 1
Πnk=1
k /=i
(xk − xi)
⎞⎟⎠
and using the recurrence relations[
G˜0(x)
r˜0(x)
]
=
[−bnβTn
bn
]
,
[
G˜k(x)
r˜k(x)
]
=
[
αTn−k γ Tn−k
δn−kβTn−k δn−k
] [
G˜k(x)(
x + θn−k+1
δn−k+1
)
r˜k(x) + bn−k
]
,
where the perturbations bk are deﬁned by
H(x) =
n∏
k=1
(x − xk) = b0r0(x) + · · · + bnrn(x),
to evaluate the generalized Horner polynomials R˜ = {r˜0(x), r˜1(x), . . . , r˜n−1(x)} (of Procedure 2.1) at each
node xk.
8. Conclusions
In this paper, we use the language of signal ﬂow graphs, typically used in applications, to an-
swer purely mathematical questions regarding the class of quasiseparable matrices. Two new ﬁlter
classes were introduced, and the connection between Horner and generalized Horner polynomials
and reversing the ﬂow of a signal ﬂow graph were exploited to solve three mathematical questions.
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